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Amiga and the
Visual Effects
Industry
Welcome back folks. Spring is approaching, and retreating, and approaching, much like waves on a
shore. Our meeting will be on Saturday the 16th, at the usual place and
time. I hope to bring my Raspberry
Pi to the meeting, to workshop some
Amiga emulation with Amibian. My
end goal here is to learn about the
top end of what is possible on an
emulated (on the Pi) Amiga system,
and how it compares to the likes of a
Vampire accelerated system, or even
a PowerPC-based machine. I hope to
see you there.
In my typical trawling of YouTube, I
ran across a brief history of the Commodore (Amiga) CDTV, once listed in
a different video as one of the “bottom ten” game consoles with the lowest sales numbers, a feat topped by
Commodore’s own C64-based game
console. Of course the CDTV’s problem was that it wasn’t marketed as a
game console, or a computer, but a
“home multimedia player” that
looked like stereo equipment, made
to beat the upcoming Philips CD-I at
their own game. The problem was it
was a game no one would win, as the
public had little interest in CD-based
multimedia systems. Even though
the CDTV had a lot of benefits, and
even advantages over its competitors, it was too expensive and obscure to catch sales from the general
public, while most Amiga fans at the
time preferred to buy or expand the
standard Amiga computers. I
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wouldn’t mind having a CDTV for my
shelf, however.
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one episode, it was time to get innovative. With the then-new Video
Toaster capable of TV-quality graphTop Hat Gaming Man - CDTV:
ics and 3D animation, and a full Amihttps://youtu.be/FZLFCPOE74g
ga Video Toaster system a fraction of
the cost of a Silicon Graphics workAnother video I enjoyed talked about station, it was possible to buy multi90s sci-fi show Babylon 5. It’s well ple Amigas for the price of one SG
known that the show used Amiga and farm their output to exceed the
and Video Toaster systems to pro- rendering throughput for the budget
duce its CG effects with Lightwave of the other means.
3D, at least for the first couple of
seasons. Later it would move much Other effects houses, studios, and
of that work to Pcs, when the Light- individuals followed the example of
wave software was separated from Babylon 5’s creators and effects stuthe Video Toaster and ports to other dio Foundation Imaging. Computers
and software both improved over
systems were produced.
time, and it became easily viable to
One thing I hadn’t really thought that produce quality CG effects using conmuch about previously is the Ami- sumer-grade systems. Effects of all
ga’s role in revolutionizing the visual sorts became more common in teleeffects industry. Back in the day, vision and lower-budget producspacecraft effects for science fiction tions, as well as more elaborate
films and television were made us- across the board.
ing models and optical printing tech,
an expensive option and a limited The Amiga, being ahead of its time as
resource, depending on the budget a graphics and video production platof the production. You might see form, as well as the vessel for the
models and even whole shots reused Video Toaster and its associated
frequently to save money. Computer Lightwave 3D software, helped piographics came to be used more neer this trend much as it has in oththrough the eighties and early nine- er areas. While I wouldn’t say that
ties, but they were often as expen- Babylon 5 was the first production
sive as the traditional effects, if not with such effects production, or that
more so, as they involved worksta- such a trend could never happen
tions such as Silicon Graphics ma- without the Amiga, it’s clear the Amichines, which cost tens of thousands ga was an integral brick in the founof dollars each, plus technical staff dation for the modern landscape of
and custom software. This made computer graphics and visual effects.
computer graphics a similarly limited resource, especially on a televi- VFX Geek, VFX, the Amiga, and Babylon 5:
sion budget.
https://youtu.be/Xn3UraChY0c
When the Babylon 5 show came
about with scripts calling for outer …Eric Schwartz
space scenes and battles that could From the AmiTech Gazette,
stress a theatrical movie budget for March 2019

How Reliable are
SSDs?
What's not to love about solid state
drives (SSDs)? They are faster than
conventional hard disk drives
(HDDs), more compact, have no moving parts, are immune to magnetic
fields, and can withstand more
shocks and vibration than conventional magnetic platter disks. And,
they are becoming available in larger
and larger capacities while their cost
comes down.
If you've upgraded an older computer with an SSD, you no doubt instantly saw the benefits. Your computer
booted in less time, your applications loaded faster, and even when
you ran out of memory, and apps
and data had to be swapped to disk,
it felt like everything was much snappier.
We're now seeing SSDs with capacities that used to be reserved for
HDDs and at prices that no longer
make our eyes water. 500 GB SSDs
are now affordable (under $100),
and 1 TB drives are reasonably
priced ($100 to $150). Even 2 TB
SSDs fall into a budget range for putting together a good performance
desktop system ($300 to $400).
We've written a number of times on
this blog about SSDs, and considered
the best uses for SSDs compared to
HDDs. We've also written about the
future of SSDs and how we use them
in our data centers and whether we
plan on using more in the future.
Reliability
In this post we're going to consider
the issue of SSD reliability. For all
their merits, can SSDs be trusted
with your data and will they last as
long or longer than if you were using
an HDD instead? You might have
read that SSDs are limited to a finite
number of reads and writes before
they fail. What's that all about?

The bottom line question is: do SSD The term following NAND, flash, redrives fail? Of course they do, as do fers to a non-volatile solid state
all drives eventually. The important memory that retains data even when
questions we really need to be ask- the power source is removed. NAND
ing are 1) do they fail faster than storage has specific properties that
HDDs, and 2) how long can we rea- affect how long it will last. When dasonably expect them to last?
ta is written to a NAND cell (also
known as programming), the data
Backing Up Is Great To Do
must be erased before new data can
be written to that same cell. NAND is
Of course, as a data storage and back- programmed and erased by applying
up company, you know what we're a voltage to send electrons through
going to say right off. We always rec- an insulator. The location of those
ommend that no matter which stor- electrons (and their quantity) deterage medium you use, you should mine when current will flow bealways have a backup copy of your tween a source and a sink (called a
data. Even if the disk is reliable and voltage threshold), determining the
in good condition, it won't do you data stored in that cell (the 1s and
any good if your computer is stolen, 0s). When writing and erasing NAND,
consumed by a flood, or lost in a fire it sends the electrons through the
or other act of nature. You might insulator and back, and the insulator
have heard that water damage is the starts to wear—the exact number of
most common computer accident, these cycles in each individual cell
and few computer components can varies by NAND design. Eventually,
survive a thorough soaking, especial- the insulator wears to the point
ly when powered.
where it may have difficulty keeping
the electrons in their correct (proSSD Reliability Factors to Consider grammed) location, which makes it
increasingly more difficult to deterGenerally, SSDs are more durable mine if the electrons are where they
than HDDs in extreme and harsh en- should be, or if they have migrated
vironments because they don't have on their own.
moving parts such as actuator arms.
SSDs can withstand accidental drops This means that flash type memory
and other shocks, vibration, extreme cells can only be programmed and
temperatures, and magnetic fields erased a limited number of times.
better than HDDs. Add to that their This is measured in P/E cycles,
small size and lower power con- which stands for programmed and
sumption, and you can understand erased.
why they're a great fit for laptop
computers and mobile applications.
P/E cycles are an important measurement of SSD reliability, but there
First, let's cover the basics. Almost are other factors that are important
all types of today's SSDs use NAND to consider, as well. These are P/E
flash memory. NAND isn't an acro- cycles, TBW (terabytes written), and
nym like a lot of computer terms. MTBF (mean time between failures).
Instead, it's a name that's derived
from its logic gate called "NOT AND." The SSD manufacturer will have
(For the curious, a NAND gate is a these specifications available for
logic gate that produces an output their products and they can help you
that is false only if all its inputs are understand how long your drive can
true. Digital systems employing logic be expected to last and whether a
circuits take advantage of the ability particular drive is suited to your apof a series of NAND gates to express plication.
any Boolean function.)
P/E cycles—A solid-state-storage
program-erase cycle is a sequence of

events in which data is written to
solid-state NAND flash memory cell,
then erased, and then rewritten.
How many P/E cycles a SSD can endure varies with the technology used,
somewhere between 500 to 100,000
P/E cycles.

on electron locations, so a few
electrons migrating isn't much
of a concern. Because only a 1 or
a 0 is being stored, it's necessary
only to accurately determine if
voltage flows or not.

would technically be the most reliable SSD as it can endure more
writes, while a QLC is the least reliable. If you're selecting an SSD for an
application where it will be written
more than read, then the selection of
NAND cell technology could be a significant factor in your decision. If
your application is general computer
use, it likely will matter less to you.

● MLC (Multi-Level Cell)—two
bits per cell
MLC stores two bits per cell, so
more precision is needed (determining voltage threshold is How Reliability Factors Affect
more complex). It's necessary to Your Choice of SSD
distinguish among 00, 01, 10 or
11. Migrating electrons have How important these factors are to
more of an impact, so the insula- you depends on how the SSD is used.
tor cannot be worn as much as The right question to ask is how a
with SLC.
drive will perform in your application. There are different perfor● TLC (Triple Level Cell)—three mance and reliability criteria
bits per cell
depending on whether the SSD will
MTBF—MTBF (mean time between
This trend continues with TLC be used in a home desktop computer,
failures) is a measure of how reliable
where three bits are stored: 001, a data center, or an exploration vehia hardware product or component is
010, 100, 110 and 111. Migrat- cle on Mars.
over its expected lifetime. For most
ing electrons have more effect
components, the measure is typicalthan in MLC, which further re- Manufacturers sometimes specify
ly in thousands or even tens of thouduces tolerable insulator wear.
the type of application workload for
sands of hours between failures. For
which an SSD is designed, such as
example, a hard disk drive may have
● QLC (Quad Level Cell)—four write-intensive, read-intensive or
a mean time between failures of
bits per cell
mixed-use. Some vendors allow the
300,000 hours, while an SSD might
QLC stores four bits (16 possible customer to select the optimal level
have 1.5 million hours.
combinations of 1s and 0s). With of endurance and capacity for a parQLC, migrating electrons have ticular SSD. For instance, an enterThis doesn't mean that your SSD will
the most significant effect. Toler- prise user with a high-transaction
last that many hours, what it means
able insulator wear is further re- database might opt for a higher numis, given a sample set of that model of
duced.
ber of drive writes at the expense of
SSD, errors will occur at a certain
QLC is a good fit for read-centric capacity. Or a user operating a datarate. A 1.2 million hour MTBF means
workloads because NAND cells base that does infrequent writes
that if the drive is used at an average
are worn negligibly when read- might choose a lower drive writes
of 8 hours a day, a sample size of
ing data versus worn more when number and a higher capacity.
1,000 SSDs would be expected to
writing data (programming and
have one failure every 150 days, or
erasing). When writing and re- Signs of SSD Failure
about twice a year.
writing a lot of data, the insulator wears more quickly. If a SSDs will eventually fail, but there
SSD Types
NAND cell can tolerate that wear, usually are advance warnings of
it is well suited to read/write when that's going to happen. You've
There are a number of different
mixed accesses. The less wear- likely encountered the dreaded clicktypes of SSD, and advancements to
tolerable NAND cells are, the bet- ing sound that emanates from a dythe technology continue at a brisk
ter they are suited for read-cen- ing HDD. An SSD has no moving
pace. Generally, SSDs are based on
tric workloads and applications.
parts, so we won't get an audible
four different NAND cell technolowarning that an SSD is about to fail
gies:
Each subsequent technology for us. You should be paying attention
NAND allows it to store an extra bit. for a number of indicators that your
● SLC (Single Level Cell)—one bit The fewer bits per NAND cell, the SSD is nearing its end of life, and take
per cell
faster, more reliable, and more ener- action by replacing that drive with a
When one bit is stored (SLC), it's gy efficient the technology is—and new one.
not necessary to keep close tabs also, more expensive. A SLC SSD

TBW—Terabytes written is the total
amount of data that can be written to
an SSD before it is likely to fail. For
example, here are the TBW warranties for the popular Samsung 860
EVO SSD: 150 TBW for 250 GB model, 300 TBW for 500 GB model, 600
TBW for 1 TB model, 1,200 TBW for
2 TB model and 2,400 TBW for 4 TB
model. Note: these models are warrantied for 5 years or TBW, whichever comes first.

1) Errors Involving Bad Blocks
Much like bad sectors on HDDs,
there are bad blocks on SSDs. This is
typically a scenario where the computer attempts to read or save a file,
but it takes an unusually long time
and ends in failure, so the system
eventually gives up with an error
message.
2) Files Cannot Be Read or Written
There are two ways in which a bad
block can affect your files, 1) the system detects the bad block while writing data to the drive, and thus
refuses to write data, and 2), the system detects the bad block after the
data has been written, and thus refuses to read that data.
3) The File System Needs Repair
Getting an error message on your
screen can happen simply because
the computer was not shut down
properly, but it also could be a sign
of an SSD developing bad blocks or
other problems.
4) Crashing During Boot
A crash during the computer boot is
a sign that your drive could be developing a problem. You should make
sure you have a current backup of all
your data before it gets worse and
the drive fails completely.
5) The Drive Becomes Read-Only
Your drive might refuse to write any
more data to disk and can only read
data. Fortunately, you can still get
your data off the disk.
SSDs Generally Will Last As Long
As You Need Them To

technology, higher capacity, or faster
Let's go back to the two questions drive, than having to replace the
we asked above.
drive due to a short lifespan. Under
normal use we can expect an SSD to
Question 1: Do SSDs fail faster than last years. If you replace your comHDDs?
puter every three years, as most users do, then you probably needn't
Answer: That depends on the worry about whether your SSD will
technology of the drives and last as long as your computer.
how they're used. HDDs are bet- What's important is whether the SSD
ter suited for some applications will be sufficiently reliable that you
and SSDs for others. SSDs can be won't lose your data during its lifeexpected to last as long or longer time.
than HDDs in most general applications.
As we saw above, if you're paying
attention to your system, you will be
Question 2: How long can we reason- given ample warning of an impendably expect an SSD to last?
ing drive failure, and you can replace
the drive before the data is not readAnswer: An SSD should ideally able.
last as long as its manufacturer
expects it to last (e.g. five years), It's good to understand how the difprovided that the use of the ferent SSD technologies affect their
drive is not excessive for the reliability, and whether it's worth it
technology it employs (e.g. using to spend extra money for SLC over
a QLC in an application with a MLC or QLC. However, unless you're
high number of writes). Consult using an SSD in a specialized applicathe manufacturer's recommen- tion with more writes than reads as
dations to ensure that how we described above, just selecting a
you're using the SSD matches its good quality SSD from a reputable
best use.
manufacturer should be enough to
make you feel confident that your
SSDs are a different breed of animal SSD will have a useful life span.
than a HDD and they have their
strengths and weaknesses relative Keep an eye out for any signs of failto other storage media. The good ure or bad sectors, and, of course, be
news is that their strengths—speed, sure to have a solid backup plan no
durability, size, power consumption, matter what type of drive you're usetc.—are backed by pretty good ing.
overall reliability.
…By Roderick Bauer, Backblaze Blog
SSD users are far more likely to re- February 21, 2019
place their storage drive because https://tinyurl.com/yxs6h7of
they're ready to upgrade to a newer
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